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3. Activities 2009 and Planned Activities 2010
Joy Clancy attended the Executive Meeting in Madrid in April. She participated in the workshop “Gender and fragility” where working group member Wendy Harcourt presented a paper.
We have been developing a working relationship with the Development Policy Review Network “On Track with Gender” (funded by Development Cooperation in the Netherlands). Joy Clancy participated in their Expert meeting and Seminar in May this year.
We are having discussion about a meeting with the EADI Poverty working group for early 2010: possible topic is “Gender, Poverty and the MDGs”.
The workshop on “Gender Budgeting and Audits” at University of Antwerp is now planned 2010 or 2011. The Call for Papers will be published soon. A book proposal is under consideration. The organisation of this workshop will take up most of the coming year.

4. Other
In May 2009 Joy Clancy attended the UK Development Studies Association Women and Development Group.

The University of Twente is funding a student assistant to support the working group.